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Abstract. Extending a result of Borodin et al. [l], we show that any branching program using 
linear queries “Ci hixi : c” to sort n numbers x1, x2, . . . , x, must satisfy the time-space tradeoff 
relation 7’S = 0(n2). The same relation is also shown to be true for branching programs that 
uses queries “min R = ?” where R is any subset of {x1, x2, . . . , x,}. 
1. Introduction 
A fundamental problem in low-order computational complexity is the problem 
of sorting n numbers x1, x2,. . . , xn. In the standard ecision tree model (see Knuth 
[S]), it is weli known that =rz log n comparisons xi : A:j are necessary and sufficient 
in the worst case. This model assumes that all the test information can be retained, 
but does not address the question of space needed to store the information. Recently, 
Borodin et al. [1] studied “branching programs” for sorting which incorporate the 
concept of storage requirements. It was shown [l] that any branching program 
using “Xi : q” to sort n elements must satisfy the time-space tradeoff relation 
TS = f2(n2), and that this bound can nearly be achieved. One open problem raised 
there is whether the same tradeoff relation also holds for programs with queries 
other than “Xi : xi”. The case of linear queries “Ci Aixi : c” is of special interest [2,7], 
both because it deals with the question whether arithmetic helps in a purely discrete 
problem and because linear queries are natural in problems uch as network flows, 
bin packing, and finding shortest paths. The main purpose of the present paper is 
to prove a tradeoff TS = f2(n2) for branching programs with linear queries (Theorem 
2). An intermediate step is to establish this tradeoff or programs employing only 
queries of the form “which element is the smallest in R?“, which may be of interest 
by itself (Theorem 1). 
There is an extensive literature on :ime-space tradeoffs for general computations. 
We refer the readers to [l] where further references can be found; however, their 
understanding is not necessary for this paper. 
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2, Model and msults 
fn this section we review the essence of the branching-program model and state 
the results to be proved in this paper. The readers are referred to [l, 61 for more 
motivations and discussions of this model. 
Let n be a positive integer. We consider programs that compute an output vector 
for any input vector x = (x.1, x2, l l , x,) in some input domain D. A tree program 
(or, decision tree) 7 is a rooted tree with each internal node v labelled by a query1 
of x and each leaf I/I iabelled by an output vector e+ Every ed -e out of an internal 
node 0 is labelled by a possible response to the query at v. For any input X, the 
computation starts at the root, branches and traverses down the tree according to 
the responses of the queries until a leaf $ is reached. The vector eJ, is then the 
output. The time required by r is the maximum number of queries encountered for 
any x E D. We remark that eti may have different dimensions for different ah. 
Branching. programs extend the concept of tree programs. A branching program 
7 is a directed multigraph with a distinguished vertex of indegree Ib called the 
source. Any vertex of outdegree 0 is a leaf, otherwise an internal node. Each internal 
node v is labelled by a query of X, and each outgoing edge of v is labelled by a 
possible response to the query and by an output [rl, il; r2, iz; . . . ; rl, ii] (possibly 
empty). The last expression is to be interpreted as part of an output vector 
f(r) = (fi(x), f2(d, l l l 9 f&)), in the sense that f&) = il, f&x) = i2, . . . , f&) = il. 
As in tree programs the computation for any input x starts at the source, traverses 
the graph in a natural way until a leaf is reached. The collection of outputs in the 
process gives the output vector for X. The number of components in the outpat 
vector f may depend on X, and, in general, some components fj(x) may be unspecifiect 
in the output. We only require that the computation halts in a finite number of 
steps, and that the outputs are consistent2 for any x in the desired input domain. 
The time required by r is the maximum number of queries encountered for any 
x E D. The capacity required by T is defined to be [log2 1 VI], where V is the set of 
vertices of r that can be reached by some x E D; we shall regard the capacity as 
the storage requirement for T. 
We now consider the problem of sorting distinct numbers x1, x2, . . _, xn with 
branching programs and tree programs. In this case, the output irector f(x) is 
required to be the permutation (Q g2, . . . , CT~) such that .Y,, <x, c . 9 l <x,. Let 
K be any set of queries. A K-branching program is a branching p:*(;g:*am that uses 
queries in K only; a K-tree program is defined similarly. Let K. denote the set of 
queries {Xi : xi (i Z i)). Borodin et al. [l] showed the following interestng result. 
eorem BFKLT ([l]). Any Ko-bra:rcching program for sorting n distinct numbers 
in time T and capacity S requires TS = n(n2). 
A query of x is any function q(x) that can only take a finite number of distinct values (or, responses). 
’ In the sense that, if a f;(x) has been specified in the outputs more than once, ;hc: values murt be 
the same. 
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In this paper, we extend the above theorem to other query sets. Let MIN denote 
the set of queries “Min R = ?“, where R G (1,2, . . . , n} is any subset and Min R = i 
such that i E R and X* I s xj for all j E R. Note that Min R can have IRI responses, 
and that xi : xj is a special case by taking R = {i, j}. Let LINEAR denote the set of 
queries “l(x) : 0” with possible responses C, =, >, where I(X) = xi AiXi - c is any 
linear function (hi, c are arbitrary real numbers). 0ur main results are the following 
theorems3 
Theorem 1. Any MIN-branching program for sorting n distinct numbers in time T 
and capacity S requires TS = 0 (n 2). 
Theorem 2. Any LINEAR-branching program for sorting n distinct numbers in time 
T and capacity S requires TS = L!(n 2). 
Before turning to the proofs in the next three sections, we list below some useful 
general properties for branching programs. The proofs can be found in [l]. Let r 
be any branching program with required time T and capacity S. 
Proposition 1. S 2 [log2 Tl. 
Proposition 2 (Pippenger). There exists a branching program 7’ which uses the same 
set of queries, computes the same function as 7 in time T and capacity s2S, and has 
the property that its vertices can be partitioned into T -I- 1 sets VO, VI, . . . , VI- such 
that any edge emanating from a vertex in Vi terminates at a vertex V/i+l. 
Proposition 3. There is a tree program (using the same set of queries) which, for 
each input x, uses the same number of steps and has the same output as T. 
We shall call the 7’ in Proposition 2 a normal form for T. Clearly we need only 
consider branching programs in their normal florms, for the proofs of Theorems 1 
and 2. 
Remark. The bound in Theorem 1. can be achieved with T = O(n) and S = O(n), 
by an algorithm that outputs the elements one at a time in ascending order while 
keeping track of which are the remaining elements not yet output. 
3 For convenience, we have made the assumption that all xi are distinct. For Theorem 2, this 
assumption clearly only makes the result stronger. To remove this assumption in Tineorem 1, we have 
to define Min R when R contains some equal elements. As long as the extension preserves the original 
meaning when all elements in R are distinct, Theo-em 1 ol’ course remains true. 
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3. Guessing ranks imr apartial order 
We shall develop some lemmas concerning the accuracy with which one can 
guess the ranks of elements in a partial order. 
We start with some conventions. A partial order P on a set X = {xi, x2, . . . , x,} 
is a subset of X X X such that (1) (xi, xi> & P for all i, and (2) (xi, xi) E P and (xj, xk) E P 
implies (Xi, xk) E P, i.e., it is “transitive”. We write Xi Cp Xj for (Xi, Xj) E P, or simply 
xi < xi when P is clear from the context. Any set I z X x X of consistent ineq,ualities 
{Xi, <Xi,, X&J < Xj*, l l l } generates ;P partial order P by taking the closure of I (i.e., 
adding to I all the inequalities implied by transitivity); we often write P = {xi, < xi13 
Xi, < Xiz, . . .} if P can be generated by that set of inequalities. For any partial order 
.P on X, let N(P) denote the number of linear orders on X that arz consistent with 
.P. We shall draw partial order P sideways as in Fig. 1; an arrow from 6 to a means 
42 <b in P!, and we only draw a subset of arrows whose 
generate R 
corresponding inequalities 
Zig. 1. A partial order P= {a < b, b < c, d < c, d < e, a < c}; note that the arrow from c to a is not shown. 
Let us consider the set 9(X) of all n! linear orders on X as a probability space 
vlith each linear order assigned equal probability. Let rank(xi) be the random 
variable whose value, for each linear order, is equal to the number of xi less than 
or equal to xi. Any set of inequalities I (or a partial order P) induces an event on 
Z(X), and we shall use the same symbol I (or P) to denote the corresponding 
event. For example, Pr{xi <xi 1 P} will stand for Pr{event xi < xj 1 event P}; clearly, 
Pr{Xi < xj 1 P} = Pf(P u {xi < xi))/N(P), the probability that xi < xi assuming all linear 
orders consistent with P equally likely. Note that for any two sets of inequalities 
-II 5 12, the: event corresponding to 11 u 12 is the event II A 12. 
Let P be a partial order on Au B where A ={a~, (12,. . . , a,} and B = 
{bl, 62, . . . , b,) are disjoint non-empty sets* We say P is slanted on (A, B) if no 
relation bj < aj is contained in P, 2-covered on (A, B) if al < a2 < 9 l l C a, and 
b,cb2<- l l c P,,! under P, and 2CS OE (A, B) if P is both slznted and 2-covered 
on (A, Is). (See Fig. 2). 
Let 2 and W be two partial orders on A u B, where A, B are disjoint. Suppose 
Zn(AxA)= Wn(AxA) and Zn@xB)= Wn(BxB), i.e., Z and W are 
identical when restricted to either A or B. We say that 2 is more A-selective than 
WifZn(Axl?)z Wn(AxB)andZr?(BxA)c Wn(BxA)(seeFig.3).Intui- 
timely, the elements of A will be “smaller” under 2 relative to B than under W, 
ote that if 2 is more A-selective than W, then W is more B-selective than 2. 
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(a) (b) 
(c) 
Fig. 2. (a) A slanted partial order on (A, B); note that no arrow goes from A to B. (b) A 2-covered 
partial order on (A, B). (c) A 2CS-partial order on (A, B). 
z W 
Fig, 3. 2 is more A-selective than W; note that Zn(AxB)={a<b, a’<b, a”<b, a<b’, a’<b’, 
a”<b’}while Wn(AxB)={a<b,a<b’}. 
We need the following result from Graham, Yao, and Yao [4]. 
Lemma I [4, Corollary 2 to Theorem 11. Let Z and W be 2-covered partial orders 
on (A, B), and Z is more A-selective than W. Then Pr(1 1 Z) a Pr(I 1 W) for any 
IsAxB. 
The main results in this section are the next two Iemma,s. Let t > 0, m > 0, 
n=t+m,l&ctbeintegers. 
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Lemms 2. Let P be a 2CS-yartial order on (A, 
B={b,,bz ,..., b,). Then, for each k distinct 
0, r2 ,...,r&nn, 
B), where A = (al, a2, . . . , a,) and 
1 ,d il, i2, . . . , i;, - et and each 1~ 
K,emma 3, Let P be a slanted partial order on (A, B) where IAl = t and IBI = m. 
‘%en, for any ik distinct elements ai,, ai,, . . . , tZik E A and any k integers 16 rl, 
r2 ,..a9rk~n, 
FQoob & Lemma 2. Before proceeding with the proof we introduce some notations 
involving =t00. We regard the expression xi < +a (or --oO < Xi, or --oO C Xi < +a) as 
an event which is certain on .9(.X), i.e., an event that always occurs. We will also 
regard Xi C +oO (or --oO c Xi, -co < x,! c +a~) as the “null” inequality when it appears 
in a set of inequalities. For example, the set of inequalities (or partial order) (x7 C x3, 
x5 c +a& -a < x6, -m < x7 < +a), -00 <x4< x8} means exactly the set of 
inequalities (or partial order) {x7 c x3, x4 < x8). Thus, for A = {al, a2, . . . . a,} and 
.J3={bl,b2,.. ., b,}, wecanwrite I=(a1<b2, a3<b4, -a<a4, uS<+CQ}GAXB 
tven though the displayed I is not exactly formally a subset of A X B. 
By definition al<a2-+.*<a, and b1<bZ<e* l <b, under P. Without loss of 
generality,weassumethat1~il~i2<*.~<ik~t,1~r~<r2C*~*<rk~n,andr~~i~ 
for all 1. Define jl = rl -il+1for14<k,then1<jI,j2,. . . ,ji<m+l.Thecondition 
rank(a,,) = rf is clearly equivalent to the condition bil-l < ai, < bj,, +uhere we have 
adopted the convention bO = --03 and b,+l = +a, to be used throughout the proof 
of Lemma 2 unless specified otherwise. We can thus further assume that jl G j2 s 
’ l l q-k. 
We DIOW show that P can be restricted to a standard form. For convenience, let 
us use Ehe notation &, . . . , ik; rl, . . . , rk; P) for Pr{AIS[& (rank(+) = rJ 1 P}. 
Red~ctbon 1. We can assume that P includes ai, < bjI, . . . , aik < bjk. 
Proof, Otherwise, let P' = P u {ai, < bj,, . . . , ai, C bjk)e Clearly, 0 c N(P’) G N(P). 
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Thus, 
41 ,..., &;r1,..., rk;P’) 
= N(P’ v {bil-l C ai, C bil, . . . , bi,-l C aik C bjk}>/N(P’) 
2 N(P v {bi,-l C ai, C bil, g * l , bjk--1 C aik C bik))lN(P) 
= a(& ,..., ik;rl,..., rk;P). 
The validity of the lemma for P’ will imply that for P. q 
Reduction 2. We can assume that P = {al C a2 C l l l < a,, bl C b2 C * l * < b,, ai, C bj,, 
aia C biz, . . . , ai, C 6,). 
Proof. By Reduction 1, we can assume that P includes ai, < bjl, . . . , aik C bjk. Let 
P’={a1C* l l < a,, bt C l l l c b,, ai, c bi,, . . . . aik C bik}, then P’ is more B-selective 
than P. Let E c B x A denote the conditions {bj,.-1 C ai,, bjz- I< ai,, . s s , bi,--l C ai,). 
Then, by Lemma 1, 
ar(il,, l ..,ik;rl,..., rk ; P’) = Pr(E 1 P’} 
2 Pr{E 1 P} 
= ar(il, . . . , ik; rl, . . . , rk; P). 
Again, it is sufficient to prove the lemma for P”. cl 
Henceforth we assume that P is as given in Reduction 2. Let us denote the event 
bit-1 C ai, by El for 1 s I s k. Then 
XPr{E@AEk Aa l l A&)* (1) 
Let US denote Pr{bjk-l < aik 1 ai, < bjl, ai C bj2, l . l , aik < bi,, a 1< 612 < l l l < a,, bl< 
bZC* l *Cb,}as h(il,. . ., ik; jl,. . . , jk; t, m), Iwhere the dependency on t and m is 
explicitly exhibited. Keep in mind that bjS = +~a for jS = m + 1 l By definition 
Pr{Ek (P}= h(il, . . . , ik;jlr . . . ,jk; 6 m)e (2) 
For 1 G I C k, one can show that 
1 if j/+1 = 1, 
= 
h(il, . . . , il; jl, . . . , jr; il+l- I, jl+l- 1) otherwise4, 
(3) 
4 We emphasize that h(il, . . . , il; jl, . . . , jl; il+l - 1, jl+l- 1) is Pr(b,,_~ < ai, 1 ai, < bi,, ai2 < biz, . . . 9 ai, < 
bi,, a+a2< l * *<a,#, b1<b2< l - l < b,#} in A’ u B’, where A’ = {a,, a2, . . . , a,,}, B’ = {bl, 62, . . . , h,,+i 
with t’ = il+, - 1, m’ = jr+, - 1, and wkre the value b, is +OO if s = m’ + 1 and --10 if s = 0. 
by the following argument. When j/+1= 1, we must have jl = 1 and the event El is 
thus ---a~ c Q, a certainty, In the other case, under P A A?& A - l 9 A &+I, the elements 
in {a& air+r}u{& 1~ z++~) have ranks rf+l, rl+l+ 1,. . . , n, and for any relative 
order among these elements, the probability distribution of the linear order on {a 1, 
a2, . . . , a iI+l- 19 by, b29 l l l 9 bj,+l- 1) is identical to that under the partial order {al < 
a2Q l l l <ai,+,- 1,b,<b2<... < bj,+,-1, ai, <: bj,, . . . , ai, c bj,). (See Fig. 4.) 
be 
I1 l ** ‘.ij -1 ‘$ bl;l,,-l bjl+l l **bjk-1 bjk 
Fig. 4. The element lZil+l divides AuB into the “left” part {al,. . . , Uil+,-l, 61,. . . , bi,+l_l} and the 
‘VigS part {ai,, ,+ lr . . . , a,, bj,,,, . . . , 6,); the right part occupies ranks rl+l+ 1, q+l + 2, . . . , n, and the 
actual rankings within it does not i: fPect he probability of the event El. 
We now digress to derive certain properties of the function h. By Lemma 1, x 
have, for jk # 1, 
~Pr(ai~<bi,_lIaikCbjk,al<...<at,bl<.. l <bm)y 
which implies 
P~(b~,_~Ca~,)~~,~b~,,...,a~,~b~,,a~~...~a~,b~~.. l <bm)s 
~Pr(bj~-1<ai,Iai,<bj~,al<.. .<a,,b~<...<b,), 
where the probabilities are taken with IAl = t and IR I= m. The last inequality is 
clearly also true for jk = 1. Therefore, 
Nil ,..., ik;jl,..., jk; t, m&h(ikrjk; 6 m)* 
By definition, 1 s ik s t arid 1 s ;“k s CYJ + 1. For the moment assume that ik < t and 
j,<m+l. Let Ql=(al<a2<-..<a,, bl<b2<** .<bm, aiL<bjk), and Q2= 
Q1 u {b, < aik+l}. Then Q2 is more R-selective than Ql. Using Lemma 1 and the 
fact that the ranks of all al (I > ik) and 6, (s > jk) are fixed under Q2 be Fig. 5), 
we obtain 
h (ik, jk ; ik, jk) = PrCb,,- 1c ark 1 Q2) 
2 Prfbjk- 1 <ah I Qd 
= hi&, jk; t, m). 
e now claim that the inequality, 
htikrjk; ik, jk&h(ik, jk; t, d, (5) 
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al aik+l 
A 
at 
al aik aik+l at 
A 
B 
bl ba ]k brn 
Q2 
Fig. 5. Partial orders Q1 and Qz for ik < t and ik < m + 1. 
is true for all 1 =S i k ss t and 1 6jk s m + 1. There are three remaining cases: 
Case 1: ik <= t and jk = m + 1. Define Q1 and Q2 formally as before (see Fig. 6). 
Utilizing Lemma 1, we obtain 
h (ik, jk ; ik, m) = Pr{bi,-l < aik 1 Q,} 
a Pr{bik-l < aik 1 QI} 
= h(i&; t, m). 
aik aik+l 
A -- 
Q2 
Fig. 6. Partial orders (21 and 02 for ik < 1’ and ik = m : i. 
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Formula (9) follows by observing th;i t h (ik, jk ; ik, m) = h (ik, jk ; ik, jk) when jk = m + 1 
(see Fig. 7’). 
=1 aik 
Axe, ;z8’:\ 
6 
b1 b In bl bin bIn+l 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 7. hrik,jk; ik, ml = h (ik, jk ; ik, jk ) when k = m + 1, as the former is the probability of b, c ai, in (a) 
and the latter is the probability of 6, < aik in (b). 
‘case 2: ik = t and jk<m’+ I. Define Q1 as before. Then, as the rank of b, is 
fixed at t i- s for each s > jk (see Fig. 8); we have 
h tik, jk ; ik, jk) = Pr(bi,_ I< aik I Qd 
= h(ik, jk; t, m). 
Fig. 8. The partial order 0, when l= Bk and jk < m + 1. 
case 3: ik = t and jk = m + 1. In this case, 
htik, jk; ik, m) = htik, jk; ik, jkh 
as observed in Case 1. 
We have thus esfkablished formula (5) in all cases. 
From the definition of h, we obtain 
(ik?hcl’) . 
h&j& ik,jk)= , lk . -= . :” 
(‘xl;+;‘) lk+jk--1’ 
Formulas (4), (5), and (6) lead to 
(6) 
(7) 
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Formula (7) is the purpose of this digression; note that it is valid for all permissible 
values of the i’s, j’s, t, and m. 
We now return to formulas (2j and (3), and continue the proof of Lemma 2. 
From (2), (3), and (7), we obtain (noting that in (3), jr+1 = 1 implies jf = 1) 
Substituting (8) into (1) gives 
a(il, . . .,ik;rl,..., ri_;P)a l-j K 
l&k ?‘f 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. Cl 
The corollary follows immg&ately from Lemma 2 as il G t for all 1. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let AA and AB denote the sets of all linear orders on A and 
B, respectively. Then, using the Corollary to Lemma 2, we obtain 
Pr( A 
lslsk 
(rank(ai,) = rr) 1 P] = 
= C Pr{AA A As 1 P} Pr[ A 
AAEAA lslsk 
(rank&) = rl) 1 P A AA A n,) 
Lemma 3 follows, as CAA.hS Pr(hA A AB I PI = 1. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem I 
The proof follows the same general outline as the corresponding proof in [1], 
aside from stylisfic changes. The main modification is in the use of more sophisticated 
results on partial orders developed in Section 3. 
We begin by discussing a property of general Mu+programs. Let n > 0 and 1 G k, 
a0 G n be integers, T be a MIN-branching program of time t > 0. Clearly, the output 
for any input vector (xl, x2,. . . , x,) depends only on the permutation and not the 
actual values. From now on, in this section. we only consider inputs (xl, x2, . . . , x,*) 
that are permutations of (1,2, . . . , n). Let us say an input permutation to be 
(k, no)+espected by r, if all the output pairs (rl, il) are correct (i.e., rank&) = r,) and 
if there are at least k distinct rl with rl > no. Let d(r) be the set of input permutations 
(k, n&respected by 7. 
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Proof. The lemma is trivially true when t + k 2 n. We shall, therefore, assume 
t+k<n. 
Because of Proposition 3 in Section 2, we can assume that T is a MIr+tree program 
of time t. For each leaf rc/ that can be reached by some input, let PJI be the partial 
order at # that represents all the information gathered along the path from the 
root to & Then PJ, is generated by a collection of inequalities {q < Xj for j E Ri -(Zi}, 
i =ZG t+}, where min Ri = li is the response to the ith query on the path and tJI is 
the distance of # from the root. Clearly ficl G t. 
Let @ be ,the set of reachable leaves $ for which there are at least k output 
pairs (Q,, il) with all rf distinct and greater than no. For each @ E @, define Ati = 
{x~,~1~i~tJI’)u{~ir,~i2,...,~i~}and~~={~1,~~,...,~,}-AA+.Clearly,bothA~and 
& are non-empty, and P4 is slanted on (Ati, I?$). Let J& denote the set of input 
permutations leading to I,+, and .s& c J&, the subset of those (k, n&respected by T. 
8y Lemma 3, 
Therefore, 
We now proceed to prove Theorem 1. Assume n 3 20. Let T be any MIN-branching 
program (in normal form) for sorting n numbers with time T and capacity S. Since 
7 has to identify the element xi with rank n, we must have T 2 n - 1, because all 
other elements Xj have to be shown less than some elements and each Min R = ? 
gueq can only supply such a certificate for one xi. By Proposition 1 in Section 2 
and the fact T * n - 1, we have 
S>l. (9) 
Without loss of general+-, we also assume that S =Z n/20, as TS = 0(n2) otherwise. 
Let no = fn/4f, t = [n/2OJ, andg=[T/ltj.AsT~n-1,wehaveg~2.Wewish 
to prove 
S a f(n -no)/& + 111 9 (10) 
which will imply the theorem by the following argument. From (10) and the 
definition of g, we heave S( T/ t) Z= L- - trr -I nJg/(g + l), implying ST = L!(n2) and hence 
the theorem. 
It remains to prove (10). ‘We assume that S < [(n - no)/(g + l)l and will show 
that it leads to a contradiction. 
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Let VI be the set of nodes on level Z, 0 s I s T (the root being on level 0). Define 
V’=U osjsg Vjl. For each u E V’, let TV be the sub-branching program rooted at v 
and of height <t, such that all nodes of r at a distance > f are chopped oiff and all 
descendants of v at exactly a distance t are converted to leaves of 7,. Thus, T is 
divided by level into g + 1 consecutive groups, with the jth group being the (usually 
nondisjoint) union of r,, v E &I,~. Any path in r (from the root down) is divided 
into no more than g + 1 intervals, each starting at a v e V’ and tracing a path in 7,. 
Let CT be any input permutation. There must be n - no distinct output pairs (r, i) 
with r > no along the path it follows in r. 
levels jt and (j + 1)t for some j must have 
By the previous discussions, that means 
(S, no)-respects V. Therefore, 
Thus, the interval of the path between 
output [(n - no)/(g + l)] > S such pairs. 
the existence of a TV with v c V’ that 
(11) 
where g(v) denotes the set of permutations that are (S, n&respected by 7,. 
By Lemma Lag IB(u)l s ((t + S),hJsn !. As IV’ls2”, t sn/20, 1 <SG n/20, and 
no 3 n/4, we have 
C ~9J(u)~~(2(~S))sn!&z!. 
VEV’ 
This contradicts formula (11). We have thus shown that (10) must be true. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Cl 
5. Proof of Theorem 2 
Let L be a LINEAR-branching program (in normal form) for sorting any n distinct 
input numbers x1, x2,. . . , x,. We shall construct a MIN-branching program r for 
sorting any n distinct numbers with the same required time and capacity. Theorem 
2 then follows from Theorem 1 immediately. 
We first chop off the “=” branches of L at all nodes. Then we replace each 
internal node v of L by a new node s(v) in the following way (see Fig. 9). Let 
l(x) =Cjsol hixi +Cje(& hixi-c:O,with 01nO,=@,hi>Ofor i~01 and AiCOfor 
i E 02, be the linear query at U. We replace it with a Min query “Min(Ol U 02) = ?“. 
The 10, U 021 outgoing edges of the new node l(u) are divided into two groups 
Bl and B2. Each edge in B1 corresponds to a response Min(Ol U 02) = i with i E 01; 
it goes into the leftson of v, and outputs the same output pairs as the original 
left-branch edge of v. Similarly, each edge in B2 corresponds to a response i E 02, 
goes into the rightson of v, and has the same output pairs, if a,ny, of the original 
right-branch edges of v in L. (By convention the left-branch edge of v in L 
corresponds to the response Z(X) CO.) This defines T. Clearly, 7 has the same 
required time and capacity as L. It remains to prove that T actually sorts, for any 
n distinct inputs x1, x2, . . . , n,. 
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V 4 (4 
Fig. 9. Transforming L into 7; the replacement of u by t(u). 
For each internal node v of L,, let Iv(x) : 0 be the linear query where lU(x) = 
I: 5GjGn &xi -co. Define q = min,,i (lAoi IAvi # O}, p = max,i {)huilI hui # O}, and y = 
maxo Ic, I; clearly q9 @ exist and are strictly positive. Let 81, 62, . . . , 8, be defined by 
1 
& 1, =- 
1 (12j 
S,=-;(nals,i~l+y+l) forj=n-l,n-2,...,1. 
14 is easy :o check that 61 C & < l l l c 6, < 0 and hence are all distinct. 
For ea& internal node v in L, let 0,1 = {i 1 A,i > 0,l s i s n} and 0,2 = {i 1 A”i <‘: 0, 
1s i SI n). Let A be the set of input vectors x defined by 
~={h,~2,***, x,) 13 a permutation u 
such that x1 = &), . . . , x,* = &cn,}. 
Clearly, all components xi are distinct for any (XI, x2, . . . , x,) E A. 
Lemma 5. For any x E A and any internal node v in L, l”(x) c 0 if Min(OU1 il O”2.p E
Ool, and I&) > 0 if Min(OUI U 0V2) E 002. 
Proof. Suppose xi = &,(i) for 1~ i G n. Define O:, = {w(i) I i E O,,} for a! = 1, 2. ff 
Min(O,l U 0”~) E O,I, then there exists j E O:, such that j< i for all other i E 
O:, U O:,. Thus, 
(13) 
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We now use formula (12) in (13) to obtain 
The case when Min(O,i U O”z) E 0,2 can be similarly treared. 0 
The above lemma implies that, for each input vector x E A, the path followed in 
r is exactly the image of the path followed in L. Thus, T gives the same set of 
output pairs as L. As L computes the sorted output vector f(x) = 
(Y’(l), a-l(2), . . . , o-‘(n)) by definition, so does T. Since /1 contains all n ! 
permutations, r is a MIN-branching program for sorting any n distinct numbers. 
We have completed the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
6. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we have extended the time-space tradeoff result of Borodin et al. 
[l] to programs using linear queries, It is perhaps worth noting that a major step 
in the proof is to show lower bounds for programs with MIN-queries. This is a 
somewhat unexpected technique, as the MIN-queries look too powerful to be used 
for lower bound proofs (e.g. due to the O(n)-way branching of a MrN-query, one 
can sort n elements in n - 1 MrN-queries in the decision tree model). Aside from 
the direct comparisons xi : xi, linear queries are the most-studied primitives for 
sorting-related problems (e.g. [2, 3,7]). The approach used here offers yet another 
technique for dealing with such questions. 
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